Tuning magnetic properties of perovskite thin films is a central topic of recent studies because of its fundamental significance. In this work, we demonstrated the modification of the magnetism of La 0.9 Ca 0.1 CoO 3 (LCCO) thin films by introducing a stripelike superstructure in a controllable manner using electron beam irradiation (EBI) in a transmission electron microscope. The microstructure, electronic structure, strain change, and origin of magnetism of the LCCO thin films were studied in detail using aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy, electron energy loss spectroscopy, and ab initio calculations based on density functional theory. The results indicate that the EBI-induced unit cell volume expansion accompanies the formation of oxygen vacancies and leads to the spin state transition of Co ions. The low spin state of Co 4+ ions depress the stripelike superstructure, while higher spin states of Co ions with lower valences are conductive to the formation of "dark stripes". Our work clarifies the origin of magnetism of epitaxial LCCO thin films, benefiting a comprehensive understanding of correlated physics in cobalt oxide thin films.
I. INTRODUCTION
The magnetism manipulation of La 1-x A x CoO 3 (A = Ba, Sr, Ca) thin films with a perovskite structure is at the core of exploring and developing cutting-edge data processing and storage to energy conversion [1] [2] [3] . The mysterious magnetic properties of cobalt oxides are closely related to their microstructure. The spin state of Co 3+ ions, i.e., the high spin (HS) state (t , is susceptible to structural deformation because of the competitive mechanisms of crystal-field splitting and Hund's coupling [4, 5] . Great efforts have been devoted to tuning the magnetism of such materials through, for example, changing temperature [6, 7] , applying lattice strains via atomic layer epitaxy [5, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , introducing lower valence ions [3, 7, 13] , and constructing superlattices [14, 15] . In the previous works, stripelike superstructures were observed in the atomic-level scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images of LaCoO 3 (LCO)/SrTiO 3 (STO) thin films, which behave as strong ferromagnetism (FM) in contrast with the nonmagnetism (NM) of the bulk LCO [8, [16] [17] [18] . Recently, we found that the combined tensile lattice strain and Sr doping dramatically affects the spin state of Co ions and thus modifies the magnetic properties of La 1-x Sr x CoO 3 (0 x 0.1) thin films, resulting in a decrease of magnetization [19] . Dark Co-O layers in the stripelike superstructure show a strong correlation with the saturation magnetization for the epitaxial La 1-x Sr x CoO 3 (0 x 0.1) thin films on both STO and LaAlO 3 substrates: more dark Co-O layers, and higher saturation magnetization, suggesting the importance of lattice modulation on FM ordering [19, 20] . Some researchers believed that tensile strain causes a LS to HS state transition for parts of the Co 3+ * Corresponding authors: rcyu@iphy.ac.cn; bgliu@iphy.ac.cn; jrsun@iphy.ac.cn ions, which results in stripe-shaped structural modulation and the accompanied FM ordering [8, 16, 21] . In contrast, other researchers attributed the stripelike superstructure to oxygen vacancies and believed that a superexchange (SE) -like hybridization between the HS Co 2+ and LS Co 3+ ions is responsible for the magnetism [17] . Both scenarios have received support from various experimental and theoretical works, but, to the best of our knowledge, a consensus has not yet been achieved on the nature of the stripelike superstructure, an ordering of oxygen vacancies, or HS state Co 3+ ions [8, 16, 17] . As a result, the explanations of the magnetism of cobalt thin films are still controversial. Compared to the small amounts of Sr doping, the magnetization of the Ca-doping series is qualitatively different for bulk LCO [3, 22] . Thus, it is necessary to study the combined lattice strain and Ca-doping effects on the magnetism and microstructure of La 1-x Ca x CoO 3 (0 x 0.1) thin films, especially the evolution of dark Co-O layers.
Moreover, recent studies have given clear evidence that the effective magnetic moment of LCO powders, La 0.7 Sr 0.3 CoO 3 powders, and La 0.67 Ca 0.33 MnO 3 crystals increases with increasing dosage of electron beam irradiation (EBI), which means that EBI provides another feasible method for the modification of the magnetism of such materials [23] [24] [25] . As reported, the EBI usually causes an expansion in unit cell volume, and thus an oxygen vacancy diffusion or a Co-O bond length increases. This in turn leads to a spin state transition of the Co ions, resulting in enhancement of the magnetization of the LCO powders [25] . However, it is still not clear that whether this expansion is evenly shared in unit cells or in an inhomogeneous way by forming superstructures. Meanwhile, the EBI-induced ordering of the oxygen-deficient structure in La 2/3 Sr 1/3 MnO 3 thin film [26] and in epitaxial LCO/STO superlattices [27] were realized in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM), but its effect on the magnetic properties has not been reported. It suggests that the magnetic properties of cobalt oxide thin films could be tailored by controlling dark Co-O layers in the films using EBI in situ TEM. The experimental data about the EBI effect on strained cobalt oxide thin films at the nanoscale size are scarce, and the magnetism mechanisms are still ambiguous.
In this paper, we modify the magnetism of the La 0.9 Ca 0.1 CoO 3 (LCCO) epitaxial thin films grown on STO by EBI using an electron accelerator and study the microstructures before and after EBI. Then we perform the EBI experiments for the LCCO thin films in situ TEM, focusing on the evolution of the dark Co-O layers in LCCO/STO thin films with the EBI treatments, particularly the evolution of the lattice structure and electronic structure. Ab initio calculations were further used to study both the nature of stripelike superstructure and the origins of the magnetism of LCCO/STO thin films before and after EBI treatment. A combination of experimental and theoretical research indicates that the magnetism can be tuned by the EBI in situ STEM and that both Ca doping and EBI treatment with the help of lattice strain can control the stripelike superstructure, which is closely related to the magnetism of cobalt oxide thin films.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Epitaxial LCCO thin films were grown on (001)-orientated STO substrates (tensile strain ε = 2.0%), using the pulsed laser ablation technique. Film thickness was about 35 nm and 70 nm, determined by deposition time. Details of sample synthesis can be found elsewhere [19] . The samples for STEM were prepared by mechanical thinning followed by an Ar ion milling in the temperature of liquid nitrogen and cut by focused ion beam with ±2
• refinement to guarantee the uniform thickness. The LCCO thin films with the thicknesses of 35 and 70 nm were irradiated with an electron beam using a 0.5 MeV accelerator (AB-0.5). The irradiation was performed at room temperature for 6 kGy, and the beam energy was 0.5 MeV. During the irradiation the entire energy was deposited over the total area of the sample. Magnetic measurements were conducted on a superconducting quantum interface device (VSM-SQUID) magnetometer.
High-resolution aberration-corrected STEM and EELS studies were carried out on a JEOL-ARM200F microscope with double Cs correctors for the condenser lens and objective lens. The available point resolution is better than 0.8 nm at an operating voltage of 200 kV. The spot size is chosen to be 6C for 70-nm-thick and 4C for 35-nm-thick LCCO thin films in the EBI experiments, and a smaller spot size corresponds to a larger probe current. The image recording conditions are a pixel dwell time of 18.9 μs/pixel and pixel size of 0.25 nm 2 , and the searching conditions are a pixel dwell time of 2 μs/pixel and pixel size of 4 nm 2 for both 70 and 35 nm LCCO thin films. The high angle annular dark-field (HAADF) images were acquired at an acceptance angles of 90-370 mrad. The energy resolution was measured to be as 0.25 eV at 200 keV.
The atomic positions in the STEM images were measured at subpixel resolution using Peak Pair Analysis software. The A-A interatomic spacing was determined from the average over the unit cells of the marked areas in the HAADF-STEM images. The HAADF images were processed using one-dimensional GPA (software plug-in to Gatan's Digital Micrograph). The radius of the Fourier mask was chosen to be about 1/2a sub (a sub is the unit cell parameter of the substrate STO). The phase image was tuned to give the best fit with respect to a reference region, which was chosen in a region of the STO away from the interface.
The first-principles calculations were performed using the projector-augmented wave method as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . The plane wave energy cutoff was set to 600 eV. For the exchange-correlation potential we used the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof [33] . The rotationally invariant GGA + U method was employed with U = 4.0 and J = 0.8 eV for Co 3d electrons [10, 34] . All calculations were based on LaCoO 3 with 3 × 2 × 2 supercell structure. The unit cell parameters are consistent with the experimental values. One La atom is replaced by Ca atom or one O atom is removed means that the impurity concentration is 1/12 or 1/36. The corresponding experimental lattice constants are a = b = 3.90 and c = 3.75Å for LCO, a = b = 3.88 and c = 3.78Å for LCCO, and a = b = 3.92 and c = 3.81Å for LCCO x with one O atom removed. Atomic positions were relaxed using a -centered 3 × 3 × 3 k-grid until the Hellmann-Feynmann forces on each atom are reduced to less than 0.01 eV/Å. The convergence criterium for the total energy was chosen to be 10 −5 eV. The electronic structure calculations were performed by using a -centered 6 × 6 × 6 k grid.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The LCCO thin films with the thicknesses of 35 and 70 nm were deposited by a pulsed laser ablation technique on STO (001) substrates (details can be found elsewhere [19] ). The saturation magnetization and the microstructure of the LCCO thin films were studied before and after EBI treatment by electron accelerator as shown in Fig. 1 . The results show that the saturation magnetization of the pristine LCCO thin films is measured to be ∼0.2 μ B /Co, which is significantly lower than that of the LCO/STO thin film (∼0.8 μ B /Co) [19] . Then the pristine LCCO thin films were carefully checked using a low-dose STEM (spot size of 8C) to avoid EBI as much as we could. In contrast to the well-ordered superstructure of the LCO/STO thin film (Fig. S1 [35] ), the LCCO thin film shows a uniform perovskite structure without any obvious dark Co-O layers in the initial state before EBI [ Fig. 1(a) ], indicating that the doping of smaller ionic radius Ca 2+ ions depresses the formation of dark Co-O layers, which again verifies the previous report that dark Co-O layers can directly reflect the magnetization [20] .
Afterwards, the LCCO thin films were irradiated with an electron beam using a 0.5 MeV accelerator at room temperature for 6 kGy to modify the magnetism. The M-H loops reveal a significant increase in magnetization after EBI [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)], which is consistent with the previous reports on bulk cobalt oxide: the effective magnetic moment increases with the increasing of EBI dosage [23, 25] . Figure S2 shows that the Curie temperature for the irradiated sample is nearly the same as that for the initial state within the margin of error [35] . We further examined the lattice structure of the irradiated LCCO thin films using low-dose STEM (spot size of 8C) and found the appearance of local "dark stripes" as expected [ Fig. 1(b) ]. These results suggest the potential for modifying the magnetization of LCCO thin films by controlling dark Co-O layers using EBI.
The electron beam in TEM can be used to not only study the microstructure, but also serve as an irradiation source. EBI-induced structural modulation was studied by in situ STEM for the LCCO thin films with thicknesses of 70 and 35 nm, respectively. Figure 2 presents the typical STEM HAADF images and the corresponding local fast Fourier transform (FFT) patterns for the 70-nm-thick and 35-nm-thick LCCO thin films, recorded at different stages of the EBI. The 70-nm-thick sample was treated by EBI with a spot size of 6C, a pixel dwell time of 2 μs/pixel, and pixel size of 4 nm 2 in the searching mode. Interestingly, the uniform perovskite structure in the 70-nm-thick film [ Fig. 2(a) ] was undermined. Dark Co-O layers gradually emerged in some local areas and propagated to the surroundings along the [100] zone axis [ Fig. 2(b) ], forming the "dark stripes" with a periodicity of 3a 0 (a 0 is the lattice parameter) perpendicular to the interface. Correspondingly, additional reflections appear as indicated by the red arrows in the FFT pattern [inset in Fig. 2(b) ]. With increasing exposure time, dark Co-O layers became denser and denser and steadily grew until the entire irradiation area was covered after 12 min in Fig. 2(c) . The final stable stripelike superstructure was generally of 3a 0 periodicity over the exposure time of 12 min. Meanwhile, a periodicity of 2a 0 was observed in some local areas as marked by the orange rectangles, the dark Co-O layers parallel to the interface occasional appeared along the [001] zone axis, as indicated by the corresponding reflections in the FFT pattern [the inset in Fig. 2(c) , marked by a red arrow]. This result implies that the dark Co-O layers were adjusted to new conditions to release local strains.
To examine the thickness effect on the evolution of "dark stripes" in the epitaxial film, we carried out the EBI experiments for a 35-nm-thick LCCO/STO film. When this film was exposed to the electron beam the same as that for the 70-nm-thick sample, the film kept the initial state and no dark Co-O layers had been induced by EBI up to an exposure time of 10 min (Fig. S3) [35] . However, when the spot size was reduced to 4C (a smaller spot size corresponds to a larger probe current) while keeping other conditions unchanged, the uniform perovskite structure in the 35-nm-thick film [ Fig. 2(d) ] was undermined. The dark Co-O layers perpendicular to the interface emerged in 3 min [ Fig. 2(e) ] and steadily propagated with increasing exposure time until the entire irradiation area was completely transformed to modulated superstructure after about 8 min [ Fig. 2(f) ]. Notably, the structure experienced a transformation from a mixed periodicity of 2a 0 and 3a 0 to a definite 2a 0 periodicity with increasing exposure time, as illustrated by the additional reflections (marked by the red arrows) in the FFT patterns in the insets of Figs. 2(e) and 2(f). Once formed, as observed in the 70-nm-thick sample, the superstructure was stable under EBI, and no further changes appeared for even longer EBI exposures. These results show that the density of dark Co-O layers and the stripelike superstructure can be tuned in a controllable manner: The larger the current density of electron beam, the darker the Co-O layers and the shorter time it will take to form a stable superstructure.
Moreover, the thinner film (35 nm) needs a larger electron beam current density to reach the final stable state than the thicker one (70 nm) does, because the lattice strain relaxations are different in these two films: In general, the thinner film will be more firmly clamped by substrate, thus in a highly strained state. As a result, a higher energy is required to break the energy barrier between the strained state and the relaxed state. Figure 3(a) presents the in-plane strain ε xx profiles in the LCCO film as a function of distance d from the LCCO/STO interface, extracted from the strain maps of ε xx basing on geometrical phase analysis (GPA) as shown in Fig. S4 [35-38] . The positive value means the parameter is larger than that of STO substrate while the negative value means it is smaller. Before electron irradiation, the ε xx value is negative for the 70-nm-thick film and significantly increases in magnitude as the distance from the interface increases. This is a signature of in-plane lattice relaxation. In contrast, the ε xx for the 35-nm-thick film is close to zero, indicating a nearly fully strained state of this film. This means that the thin film is more firmly clamped by the substrate than the thick one. Interestingly, electron irradiation causes a visible lattice expansion, as indicated by the increase of ε xx with d. This effect is observed for both the thin and thick films, and therefore is a general feature of the irradiation effect. It means an in-plane lattice expansion after the EBI, i.e., the appearance of vertical "dark stripes" enlarge the separation between lattice sites. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show the in-plane and out-of-plane average lattice spacings as functions of irradiation time, extracted at the locations of P1 and P2 as marked by the white squares in Figs. 2(a) and 2(d) , respectively. One can observe that both the in-plane and out-of-plane lattice constants show a continuous increase with irradiation time, indicating an expansion of the unit cell of LCCO. This result is consistent with that of Fig. 3(a) . Notably, the lattice parameters of the thinner film (irradiated by larger beam current; spot size is 4C) expand more rapidly than that of the thicker film (spot size is 6C), revealing that the strain can also be tuned by the current density of EBI.
From the discussion above, we may reasonably conclude that since the thinner LCCO film is better strained by the underlying STO substrate than the thicker one, and higher excitation energy from EBI is needed to break the balance of the tensile strain energy and the lattice energy of LCCO. While the LCCO thin film is exposed to the EBI, the lattice structure is rearranged to meet the lowest energy principle, and a stripelike superstructure is thus formed. In general, the clamping from the substrate causes the film to be uniformly strained, while the requirement to reduce elastic energy calls for a lattice relaxation. The EBI breaks the energy barrier between the fully strained and relaxed states, triggering the lattice relaxation. The periodicity of 2a 0 or 3a 0 of the stripelike superstructure is a result of the balance of these two competitive mechanisms. Thus, the density of the dark Co-O layers can be controlled by the EBI method.
It is important to mention that the lattice expansion, in general, has the tendency to change the hybridization between Co-O atoms by changing the Co-O bond or Co-O-Co angles, or forming new superstructures. To elucidate the EBI-induced local lattice structure change in more detail, the maps of the in-plane A (La/Ca)-A (La/Ca) interatomic spacings extracted from the HAADF-STEM images of the uniform structures and the 3a 0 and 2a 0 period stripelike superstructures of LCCO thin films are presented in Fig. S5 [35] . The results show that the average of in-plane lattice spacing of the LCCO thin film in the initial state is uniform and about 3.88 ± 0.02Å. But after EBI, the average A-A interatomic spacings across the dark Co-O layers are all larger than that across the bright Co-O layers in the stripelike superstructures: 4.44 ± 0.03Å across the dark Co-O layers, 3.76 ± 0.02Å and 3.78 ± 0.03Å across the bright Co-O layers for the 3a 0 superstructure; 4.38 ± 0.09Å across the dark Co-O layers, 3.56 ± 0.09Å across the bright Co-O layers for the 2a 0 superstructure. EBI-induced lattice expansion was also reported in bulk cobalt oxide perovskites. However, to our best knowledge, neither superstructures nor essential change of unit cell symmetry was detected [7, 10] . In bulk cobalt oxide perovskite, the usual thermal expansion accumulated under EBI leads to the recrystallization and corresponding increase of lattice volume [25] , which is different from the thin films with substrate strain constraint.
The distortion of the CoO 6 octahedra across the dark Co-O layers can be related to the Jahn-Teller distortion caused by the orbital ordering, which influences the electronic structure of the perovskite by forming oxygen vacancies and/or converting the spin state of Co ions. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show the O-K edge and Co-L near-edge spectra of the 35-nm-thick film, recorded across the dark and bright Co-O layers in Fig. 4(a) . The O-K edge structure in EELS spectra provides the information on the excitations from O 1s to 2p bands. Three characteristic O-K edge peaks, labeled by A, B and C, are observed in Fig. 4(b) , which can be assigned to the hybridization of O 2p with Co 3d, La 5d, and Co 4sp, respectively [39, 40] . We can see that the intensity of the peaks in the O-K edge spectrum of the dark Co-O layers is generally weaker than that of the bright Co-O layers [ Fig. 4(b) ]. Both the intensity of the prepeak A and its energy separation with the adjacent main peak B were found to decrease in the dark Co-O layers compared to the bright layers, indicating a decrease in Co valence in the dark Co-O layers [41, 42] . The ratio of Co L 3 /L 2 is about 4.89 ± 0.12 for the dark Co-O layers and 3.74 ± 0.21 for the bright Co-O layers [ Fig. 4(c) ], confirming the decrease of Co valence in dark Co-O layers [43] . This is a lateral evidence that the content of O vacancies is higher in the dark Co-O layers. Similar phenomena are also observed for the 70-nm-thick LCCO thin film as shown in Fig. S6 [35] .
The spin-state ordering associated with the atomic-spacing modulation was studied and confirmed using ab initio calculations. We started our calculations by searching for the most stable magnetic solutions, which are well matched with the experimental magnetization and microstructure. We first validate our approach against known properties of the LCO thin films as a comparison as shown in Fig. S7 [35 [8, 20] .
While the LCCO thin film is exposed to EBI, the unit cell volume of LCCO thin film expands and the superstructure with dark Co-O layers gradually forms. Salawu et al. [33] 3+ . The calculated magnetic moment of LCCO x after EBI treatment is 0.63 μ B /Co, which is obviously larger than that of LCCO thin film without any obvious dark Co-O layers. In this case, we consider that the double-exchange (DE) interaction between HS Co 2+ ions and IS Co 3+ ions is responsible for the FM magnetism of the EBI treated LCCO thin film. The EBI-induced oxygen vacancies are conductive to the ordering of higher spin state Co ions with lower valences and the formation of dark Co-O layers. Our calculation provides another theoretical evidence for the experimental results that the effective magnetic moment increases with increasing EBI dosage in such materials [13, 23] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated a magnetization tuning way of controlling the formation and evolution of dark Co-O layers in the LCCO thin films in the exposing of electron beam in situ STEM. The EBI on the film leads to an expansion of the unit cell volume, thereby gradually causing a stripelike superstructure, which is constrained by the electron beam current density, strain energy from the substrate, and crystal energy of the film. in the dark Co-O layers increases. It can be concluded that the LS Co 4+ ions depress the stripelike superstructure, while higher spin states of Co ions with low valences are conductive to the formation of "dark stripes" in cobalt oxide thin films. Our results pave the way for not only tuning the magnetization of the LCCO thin film artificially by EBI, but also a deeper understanding of the origins of magnetism of LCCO thin films, which is of great significance for the designing of the future devices using LCCO-related materials.
